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Message from the Minister
Languages provide a sense of identity and community;
they are the foundation on which cultures are created.
Through the use of languages, people express their
unique world-view, values and self-worth. Languages
help people define relationships and collect and share
knowledge to solve the challenges they face. Languages
are integral to healthy communities, individual selfesteem and the growth and development of people.
The Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT)
is committed to working with partners to promote,
preserve and celebrate all 11 Northwest Territories
official languages: Chipewyan, Cree, English, French,
Gwich’in, Inuinnaqtun, Inuktitut, Inuvialuktun, North
Slavey, South Slavey and Tłı̨chǫ.

The 2015-2016 Annual Report on Official Languages reviews the progress that has
been made in the past year towards the promotion, development, enhancement and
delivery of all official languages programs and services. This year’s report shows the
significant progress in the implementation of French language services and highlights
the exceptional work Aboriginal language partners are doing to revitalize, promote and
preserve Aboriginal languages across the territory.
In 2014, the GNWT changed its approach to Aboriginal language revitalization,
recognizing the right of Aboriginal Governments to manage their own language
revitalization efforts. In 2015, the results of this shift were seen. This report highlights
some of the exciting initiatives being implemented by Aboriginal Governments through
the dedication and hard work of their Regional Aboriginal Language Coordinators.
It also details the many initiatives and services offered throughout the Northwest
Territories across all GNWT departments.

In 2015, the GNWT took a major step in the ongoing implementation of the French
Language Communications and Services Strategic Plan with the launch of its new Active
Offer Toolkit and orientation DVD. These tools are meant to support and complement
the work departments and agencies are already doing to assess internal requirements
and implement the active offer.
I want to acknowledge and thank the numerous organizations and individuals who
have contributed to preserving and promoting the cultural identity of the Northwest
Territories through the many and varied language initiatives. Your work is providing a
future for our languages.
Hąį’,

Honourable Alfred Moses
Minister Responsible for Official Languages
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PART I:
Aboriginal Languages

Northwest Territories
Aboriginal Languages
The Northwest Territories (NWT) is the only jurisdiction
in Canada with 11 official languages. In addition to English
and French, the Official Languages Act recognizes nine (9)
official Aboriginal Languages:
•• Chipewyan
•• Cree
•• Gwich’in
•• Inuinnaqtun
•• Inuktitut

•• Inuvialuktun
•• North Slavey
•• South Slavey
•• Tłı̨chǫ

Ulukhaktok

Gamètì

TŁI˛CHO˛

Wekweètì

Whatì
Behchokò
˛
Dettah
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NWT Aboriginal Languages Plan – A Shared Responsibility
The Northwest Territories Aboriginal Languages
Plan – A Shared Responsibility (2010) sets out a
framework for strengthening Aboriginal languages
over 10 years. It describes a broad vision, goals and
objectives as well as a series of strategies and actions
to support increased use of Aboriginal languages
by residents and the Government of the Northwest
Territories (GNWT).

Aboriginal languages reflect the distinctive histories
and cultures of this land; to speak one’s own language
provides a sense of identity and pride, and supports social cohesion. The knowledge
expressed through languages benefits not just the culture from which it comes, but also
contributes to the sum total of all knowledge.
The NWT Aboriginal Languages Plan was developed based upon the comments and
contributions of more than 300 Northerners. The Plan recognizes and supports the
concept that responsibility for language is shared between individuals, families, language
communities, governments and the broader society. It suggests that all residents must be
responsible for doing their part to support Aboriginal language use.

Overall Vision

Aboriginal languages are used extensively, on a daily basis, to communicate in NWT
homes and communities as well as within the organizations and agencies providing
services to the public.

To achieve this vision, the 2010 NWT Aboriginal Languages Plan identified four goals, each
with three objectives:

Promote

Increase public
awareness and
understanding of
the importance
of language.

Recognize and
celebrate language
use.

Demonstrate
leadership in
promotion and use
of language.

Speak

Write

Encourage activities
supporting
conversation.

Develop standards
for writing.

Increase
opportunities to
speak in formal and
informal settings.

Agreement on
terminology and
language use.

Encourage use of
language during
cultural activities.

Use writing to
communicate
stories, legends and
other information.

* Summarized from the NWT Aboriginal Languages Plan – A Shared Responsibility

Provide Services

Set GNWT language
service levels,
focusing on services
with high public
importance.
Provide active
offer services.

Require oral and
written services to
meet established
standards.

The Department of Education, Culture and Employment (ECE) is currently updating the
Plan and developing an Action Plan and evaluation framework to support its final five years,
2015-2020.
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NWT Language Boards
The Official Languages Act of the Northwest Territories establishes both an Official
Languages Board (OLB) and an Aboriginal Languages Revitalization Board (ALRB).

Official Languages Board (OLB)

Aboriginal Language
Revitalization Board (ALRB)

Members represent each of the 11
official languages and advise the Minister
Responsible for Official Languages on
matters related to the administration and
delivery of GNWT official language services.

Members represent the nine Aboriginal
official languages and advise the Minister
Responsible for Official Languages on
matters related to programs and initiatives
that maintain, promote and revitalize
Aboriginal languages.

Appointments to the OLB and ALRB are made by the Commissioner on the Executive
Council on the recommendation of the Minister and on the nomination of the prescribed
representative of each of the language communities. Appointees must be residents of the
NWT and serve at pleasure for a term of two years.
As of August 2016, most board members are beginning their second term, with one
membership needing to be renewed on both boards. There still remains no active
organization representing the Inuktitut language community in the NWT.

Aboriginal Language
Revitalization Board

Official Languages Board

Language

Member

Alternate

Language

Member

Alternate

Cree

Vance
Sanderson

Mary
Cardinal

Cree

Vance
Sanderson

Mary
Cardinal

Mary Ross

Sarah Jerome Gwich’in

Lillian Helen
Greenland

Sarah Jerome

Inuvialuktun Beverly Amos Albert Elias
Inuinnaqtun
Gwich’in

Chipewyan

Emily Kudlak Joshua
Oliktoak
Expired

North Slavey Theresa
Etchinelle
South Slavey
Tłı̨chǫ

French

Emma
Amundson

Expired

Inuvialuktun Beverly Amos Albert Elias
Inuinnaqtun
Chipewyan

Expired

Jane Modeste North Slavey Dora
Grandjambe
Jonas Landry South Slavey

Lucy Lafferty Tłı̨chǫ
Tammy
SteinwandDeschambeault
Richard
Létourneau

Emily Kudlak Joshua
Oliktoak

Jean de Dieu
Tuyishime

Expired

Anne
KochonOrlias

Jonas Landry Emma
Amundson

Wendy
Mantla

Nora Wedzin

The Standing Committee on Government Operations (SCOGO), in its 2009 review of the
Official Languages Act, recommended the amalgamation of the two languages boards. In
April 2015, members of both boards agreed to move toward an amalgamation of boards,
which will require a legislative proposal and amendments to the Official Languages Act,
both of which are currently being developed.
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Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada
In order to redress the legacy of residential schools and advance the process of Canadian
reconciliation, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (TRCC) made 94 Calls to
Action in their recently released Final Report.

The TRCC identified five Calls to Action specific to language and culture:

13.
14.

15.

16.
17.

... acknowledge that Aboriginal rights include Aboriginal
language rights.

... enact an Aboriginal Languages Act that incorporates:
i. Aboriginal languages are a fundamental and valued element of
Canadian culture and society.
ii. Aboriginal language rights are reinforced by the Treaties.
iii. The federal government has a responsibility to provide sufficient funds
for Aboriginal language revitalization and preservation.
iv. The preservation, revitalization and strengthening of Aboriginal
languages are best managed by Aboriginal people.
v. Funding for Aboriginal language initiatives must reflect the diversity of
Aboriginal languages.
... appoint, in consultation with Aboriginal groups, an Aboriginal Languages
Commissioner. The commissioner should help promote Aboriginal
languages and report on the adequacy of federal funding of Aboriginal
languages initiatives.
... create university and college degree and diploma programs in Aboriginal
languages.

... enable residential school survivors and their families to reclaim names
changed by the residential school system by waiving administrative costs
for a period of five years for the name change process and the revision of
official identity documents, such as birth certificates, passports, driver’s
licences, health cards, status cards and social insurance numbers.
Although many of the Calls to Action are targeted
specifically to the federal government, the GNWT feels
it is important to acknowledge the importance of these
recommendations and the relevance they have to
successful language revitalization in the NWT.

TRCC Bentwood Box holds the
many different offerings made
to commemorate personal
journeys toward healing and
reconciliation.

The GNWT understands the value and necessity of
officially recognizing Aboriginal languages and can proudly
say that it has an Official Languages Act that includes
nine official Aboriginal languages. As well, the NWT
Legislative Assembly appoints a Languages Commissioner,
and the GNWT has also taken steps to ensure Aboriginal
Governments have the right to manage their own language
revitalization efforts. The GNWT will continue to call on
the federal government for funding to support Aboriginal
language revitalization and enhancement.
2015-2016 Annual Report on Official Languages
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Five-year Regional Aboriginal Languages Plans
The preservation, revitalization and strengthening of Aboriginal languages and cultures
are best managed by Aboriginal people and communities, and as such, regional Aboriginal
Governments have control over their own languages.
As part of a renewed funding agreement, each regional Aboriginal Government has
developed a five-year Regional Aboriginal Language Plan, which identifies specific actions
on how best to promote and revitalize Aboriginal languages in their unique regions.

All regional Aboriginal Governments and their respective language communities are in the
third year and are in the process of implementing their language plans.

Members of the Aboriginal Language Revitalization Board and the Official Languages
Board, along with Regional Language Coordinators and ECE staff gather together with
the Honourable Alfred Moses, Minister Responsible for Official Languages outside the
NWT Legislative Assembly.
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Inuvialuktun and Inuinnaqtun

Official Languages
of the Northwest
Inuvialuit Regional
Corporation Territories
(IRC)
Vision:

Ulukhaktok

The Northwest Territories (NWT) is the
only political region in Canada which
recognizes 11 official languages.

Inuvialuktun and Inuinnaqtun
Of these, nine are Aboriginal and belong
will be the main
of
to three means
different language
groups: Dene,
Inuit and
Cree.connects
Aboriginal languages
communication
that
us
are most frequently spoken in smaller
with our past;
strengthens
our
communities throughout the Northwest
Territories.
social, emotional
and spiritual
well-being;The
and
reinforces
the in the
Dene
languages spoken
of the NWT are part of the
importancemajority
of
our
traditions,
Athapaskan family. Included in this
culture andgroup
modern
way ofTłı̧cho̧
life. (Dogrib),
are Chipewyan,

Gwich’in, North Slavey and South Slavey.

Goals:

The Inuit languages recognized in the

99 Ensure adequate and dedicated resources to encourage language
revitalization.
NWT are
Inuvialuktun, Inuinnaqtun and
Inuktitut. In the Inuvialuit Settlement
99 Revitalize the language and encourage broader community involvement.
Region, 20% of the Inuvialuit population
99 Incorporate technology.
speak either Inuvialuktun or Inuinnaqtun.
majority of people that speak
99 Strengthen professional language training and education. The
Inuktitut in the NWT live in Yellowknife.
99 Maintain administration,
finances and reporting.
TŁI̧CHO̧
A small number of people, living mostly
Wekweètì
Gamètì
in the Fort Smith and Hay River area,
Whatì
Highlights from 2015-2016:
speak Cree. Their language belongs to
Behchokò̧
a different linguistic
This year the Inuvialuit region was kept busy with many different language
eventsgroup,
andthe
Algonquian family.
activities.
Dettah

Approximately 2.4% of the population states

that French
is their
first language. The use
Language classes, sewing classes and on-the-land camps were hosted
by each
community,
of French and English is more common
which continues to be an effective way to get community membersininvolved
in
traditional
Yellowknife and the regional centres.
Approximately
9% of the population
and language immersive activities. The IRC hired retired Elders from
the communities
to of the
NWT can conduct a conversation in both
return to teaching languages in schools, organizations and at other English
evening
programs.
and French.

In collaboration with Ogoki Learning System from Winnipeg, a Siglitun language learning

FRENCH is mostly
spoken in Hay River, Fort Smith, Inuvik and Yellowknife.
app was
created and is now available in the App Store!
ENGLISH is spoken throughout the Northwest Territories.
The
IRC published
1,200
copies
of Memories of a Beluga Whale Hunt from I. Nuligak.
INUKTITUT
is mostly
spoken
in Yellowknife.

aboriginallanguages@gov.nt.ca
Three hundred of the 1,200 copies were published in each Inuvialuktun dialect:
Siglitun,
Ummarmiutun and Kangiryuarmiutun! A librarian from the University of Alberta rated this
book four stars out of four in The Deakin Review of Children’s Literature.

As well, four Inuvialuktun Master Apprentice Programs were completed in three Inuvialuit
communities!

Sewing classes provide an opportunity to be immersed
in language and participate in cultural activities.

Students engaged in an activity to
learn vocabulary related to fishing.

2015-2016 Annual Report on Official Languages
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Athapaskan family. Incl
group are Chipewyan, T
Gwich’in, North Slavey

The Inuit languages reco
NWT are Inuvialuktun,
Inuktitut. In the Inuvialu
Region, 20% of the Inuv
speak either Inuvialuktu
The majority of people t
Inuktitut in the NWT liv

Tłı̨chǫ
Tłı̨chǫ Government

Gamètì

TŁI̧CHO̧

Wekweètì

Whatì
Behchokò̧
Dettah
Goals:

99 Strengthen Tłı̨chǫ identity.
99 Promote healing.
99 Preserve the language.
99 Revitalize the language.

A small number of peop
in the Fort Smith and Ha
Vision:
Tłı̨chǫ will be spoken, listenedspeak Cree. Their langu
to, preserved, respected and a different linguistic gro
understood so that the Tłı̨chǫ Algonquian family.
people can be “strong like two
Approximately 2.4% of th
people”.
that French is their first l
of French and English i
in Yellowknife and the
Approximately 9% of the
NWT can conduct a con
English and French.

Highlights from 2015-2016:

year the Tłı̨chǫ region held several exciting events that brought together participants
FRENCH is mostly spokenThis
in Hay River, Fort Smith, Inuvik and Yellowknife.
of all ages from each of the communities.
ENGLISH is spoken
the Northwest
The Tłı̨throughout
chǫ Sewing Program
was a huge hit!Territories.
With expertise from Elders, men and women
from
the
community
learned
skills
to
revive
the traditional clothing and crafts for future
INUKTITUT is mostly spoken in Yellowknife.

generations. This program incorporated the use of the Tłı̨chǫ language to immerse
participants in the language while learning traditional activities. Stemming from the
Sewing Program was the first Tłı̨chǫ Fashion Show held in Behchokǫ,̀ which showcased all
of the participants’ hard work! The Fashion Show coincided with a week long self-esteem
workshop.

In March, students from each of the five Tłı̨chǫ schools participated in the Tłı̨chǫ Heritage
Fair. Students chose a project based on what they think being Tłı̨chǫ means, and presented
their work to students, parents, teachers and community members. The Heritage Fair
encourages students to explore and share the histories of their family or communty while
developing personal connections to their heritage.
The Tłı̨chǫ terminology workshop was a great success. Elders provided their insights and
knowledge to continue enhancing the Tłı̨chǫ language.

In Behchokǫ,̀ 31 students
completed the Linguistic
Certificate Program. This
program was delivered
in partnership with the
University of Victoria,
Tłı̨chǫ Government and
the Tłı̨chǫ Training and
Research Institute. This
course garnered so much
interest that they are
looking at hosting another
course next year!
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aboriginallanguag

Official Languages of the Northwest Territories

aµ.

ihcet

Gwich’in – Dinjii Zhu’ Ginjik
Gwich’in Tribal Council (GTC)

es.

Ulukhaktok
Vision:

In five years, the Gwich’in language
will be revitalized and no longer
‘critically endangered’. Gwich’in
citizens will live, breathe and speak
Gwich’in.

tiples.

leii.

ktuq.

i„5.

tut

oµ.

Goals:

99 Preservation and transfer of the language: To ensure traditional language is passed
on.
99 Immersion in the language: To provide opportunities for community members to
participate in our language.
99 Community involvement and support: To allow participation in regional language
activities and to encourage widespread coordination and support for language
activities.
99 Program and policy development: To ensure language programs are based on current
evidence-based research.

Highlights from 2015-2016:

Gamètì

TŁI̧CHO̧

Wekweètì

Whatì
Behchokò̧

The communities of Fort MacPherson, Inuvik, Aklavik and Tsiigehtchic were very busy this
year hosting language classes, sewing circles, cooking classes and on-the-land events.
On-the-land cultural activities increase opportunities for authentic language learning in
a safe and supportive environment. Participants set up camps, animal traps and went on
fishing trips. Some activities included caribou hunting and processing, rabbit snaring,
muskrat trapping and traditional food preparation.

Dettah

On top of language and sewing classes, the communities also hosted cooking and baking
classes! These workshops were a huge success as participants learned traditional ways to
prepare food and maybe a new recipe or two.

These activities continue to ensure the Gwich’in language is passed on to future generations
and provide more opportunities for community members to participate in language
learning!

FRENCH is mostly spoken in Hay River, Fort Smith, Inuvik and Yellowknife.
ENGLISH is spoken throughout the Northwest Territories.
INUKTITUT is mostly spoken in Yellowknife.

Community cultural activities are a great
space to share language and knowledge.

2015-2016 Annual Report on Official Languages
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The Northwes
only political
recognizes 11

¿ìµaghe ní dëne yatı …aµ.
Chipewyan

amawi kitaskenaw, mihcet
pıˉhta
ˉkosowina.
Cree

One land, many voices.
English

territoire aux voix multiples.

North Slavey – Sahtúot’ı̨nę Yatı

Ulukhaktok

Sahtú Dene Council (SDC)

French

Vision:

Nan ih…ak, diideezhuu leii.
Gwich’in

auhiq nuna, uqauhiriaktuq.
Inuinnaqtun

bsy6 kN, sk6g5 i„5.
Inuktitut

Atausiq nuna, inugiaktut
uqallausiit.
Inuvialuktun

Ne …ée, kede …o˜.
North Slavey

Ndeh …íé, zhahtié …o˜.
South Slavey

Gonè iµh…è, go yati ne…oµ.
Tłı̧cho̧

Goals:

Gamètì

The North Slavey language and
culture will be strong and people
will be proud. Our children will
know their language and culture.
There will be strong knowledge
of Dene Laws for the whole
community and for the youth.

TŁI̧CHO̧

Wekweètì

99 Language revitalization: To preserve the traditional
Whatì pronunciation and use of our
languages.
Behchokò̧
99 Immersion in our language: To support use of the languages in workplaces.
Dettah
99 Community involvement and support: To allow all participation
in regional
languages activities and to encourage widespread coordination and support for
languages activities.
99 Human resources: To support use of the languages in workplaces.
99 Recognition of our languages: To acknowledge that our languages are fundamental
and complex.

Of these, nine
to three differ
Inuit and Cree
are most frequ
communities
Territories.

The Dene lang
majority of th
Athapaskan fa
group are Chi
Gwich’in, Nor

The Inuit lang
NWT are Inuv
Inuktitut. In t
Region, 20% o
speak either I
The majority o
Inuktitut in th

A small numb
in the Fort Sm
speak Cree. T
a different lin
Algonquian fa

Approximately
that French is
of French and
in Yellowknif
Approximatel
NWT can con
English and F

Highlights from 2015-2016:

langcom@gov.nt.ca

FRENCH
is mostly spoken
in busy
Hay this
River,
Fort
Smith,
and
Yellowknife.
The
Sahtú communities
were kept
year
with
lots ofInuvik
different
events
to promote
the use of Sahtúot’ı̨
nę Yatı̨is.́ spoken throughout the Northwest Territories.
ENGLISH
is mostly
spoken
Yellowknife.
In Norman Wells,INUKTITUT
a Sahtú terminology
workshop
was in
held
in order to assist today’s
generation with keeping Sahtúot’ı̨nę Yatı̨́ active and alive for future generations. There
were 28 eager participants. The workshop concluded with developing four priorities for
language: Language Revitalization Strategies, Early Childhood Programs, On-the-land
Programs, and Best Practices.

A GIS-mapping workshop was held in Colville Lake over the summer. With the input of eight
Elders, eight students were trained to use the GIS program and input the trails identified
by Elders into digitized GIS modules! Some students were able to attend the Google Earth
conference in August to hone their skills, and hopefully bring these skills back home to
continue GIS-mapping their communities.
On-the-land programs were held with four families and their children. These programs
provide opportunities for youth to learn from Elders about traditional knowledge and
customs as well as immerse them in their language.

The seasonal spring hunt was a
huge success with 49 participants!
Every year in Tulita they host a
spring and fall hunt for both Elders
and youth to take part in. It is a
great thing to see youth learning
traditional skills and their language
from Elders in the community!
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ab

The Dene languages spoken in the
majority of the NWT are part of the
Athapaskan family. Included in this
group are Chipewyan, Tłı̧cho̧ (Dogrib),
Gwich’in, North Slavey and South Slavey.

South Slavey – Dene Zhatıé
Dehcho First Nation (DFN)
Gamètì

TŁI̧CHO̧

Whatì
Behchokò̧

The Inuit languages recognized in the
NWT are Inuvialuktun, Inuinnaqtun and
Inuktitut. In the Inuvialuit Settlement
Region, 20% of the Inuvialuit population
speak either Inuvialuktun or Inuinnaqtun.
The majority of people that speak
Inuktitut in the NWT live in Yellowknife.

Vision:
small number of people, living mostly
Wekweètì
The language of the Dehcho DeneAwill
be
in the Fort Smith and Hay River area,

maintained as an important part speak
of allCree.
social,
Their language belongs to
a different
cultural and political activities, and
will belinguistic group, the
Algonquian family.
the main language use for Dehcho Dene
Dettah
Approximately
culture and values. The Elders will
assist in 2.4% of the population states
that French is their first language. The use
the planning, preserving and developing
theEnglish is more common
of French and
in Yellowknife and the regional centres.
Dene Zhatıé language through traditional
Approximately 9% of the population of the
community consultations, in the context
of
NWT can conduct a conversation in both
healthy lifestyles.
English and French.

Goals:
FRENCH
is mostly
spoken
in Hay River,
Fort Smith,
and Yellowknife.
99 Taking
back
our language:
To preserve
theInuvik
traditional
pronunciation and use of our
ENGLISH
language. is spoken throughout the Northwest Territories.
99 Immersion
in our language:
To encourage
the use of our language in day-to-day life.
INUKTITUT
is mostly spoken
in Yellowknife.

99 Community involvement and support: To allow participation in regional language
activities and encourage widespread coordination and support for language activities.
99 Guidelines: To ensure that all language activities meet minimum standards.
99 Training: To ensure access to all required training and certifications.

aboriginallanguages@gov.nt.ca

Highlights from 2015-2016:

In 2014-2015 an extremely successful Aboriginal Language Revitalization Program was
started, a two-year immersion program held in the Dehcho region. It was delivered in
partnership with the Dehcho First Nation, Dehcho Education Council and the University of
Victoria. There is still great interest from surrounding communities who would like to join
the program! Some of the students completing this program will replace current language
teachers who plan to retire in the near future.

On-the-land programs with Elders continue to have a huge impact on the youth and young
adults. This keeps Dene Zhatıé́ and the Dehcho Dene culture strong and alive. The Elders
have always said that language and culture cannot be separated. We see successful language
learning when youth are engaged in culturally-relevant activities that immerse students in
Dene Zhatıé.́ These immersive, hands-on activities continue to be successful!

Dahti Tsetso and Violet Jumbo engage in a Dene Zhatıé immersion session.

2015-2016 Annual Report on Official Languages
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Gamètì

TŁI̧CHO̧

Inuktitut in the

Wekweètì

Whatì
Behchokò̧
Cree – Nēhiyawēwin
NWT Métis Nation
Dettah

A small number
in the Fort Smith
speak Cree. The
a different lingu
Algonquian fam

Approximately 2
that French is th
Vision:
of French and E
Cree will be the main means of
communication that connects us in Yellowknife a
with our past; strengthens our
Approximately 9
social, emotional and spiritual
NWT can condu
well-being; and reinforces the
English and Fren
importance of our traditions,
culture and modern way of life.

CH is mostly spoken in Hay9Goals:
River, Fort
Smith,
Inuvik community
and Yellowknife.
9 Revitalize
the language
and encourage
involvement.
99 Develop language resources and incorporate technology.
ENGLISH is spoken throughout
the
Northwest
Territories.
99 Provide Cree
language
education and
training programs.
99 Maintain administration, finances and reporting.
INUKTITUT is mostly spoken in Yellowknife.
Highlights from 2015-2016:

The NWT Cree Language Program had a busy year!

In August, a group of students from Thebacha participated in an indigenous language and
traditional medicine culture camp hosted by the NWT Cree Language Program, Uncle
Gabe’s Friendship Centre and the Chipewyan Language Program. Over the course of two
days, students learned about the medicinal properties of plants and the ailments they cure
as well as their traditional names. The event allowed youth and Elders to practice their
language skills together.

An educational computer game was developed to teach animal names in Cree. Turtle Island
Games – Animal Names is a fun and interactive way to promote language learning. A coupon
code was provided to Fort Smith community members so that they could access the game
for free. Kinanāskomitin to the NWT Cree Language Program!
Calendars, children’s literature, clothing, song books and other promotional materials were
produced in Cree. These documents were publicly distributed throughout the communities
to increase visibility of the language and encourage language use.

Louise Beaulieu at the Indigenous Language and Traditional
Medicine culture camp, August 2015.
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99 Improved language education in schools.
99 Establishment of an on-the-land program to celebrate culture, history and language.
99 Use technology to teach and distribute language materials.

Highlights from 2015-2016:

Across the Akaitcho region a number of exciting activities were taking place to revive the
Dëne Sųłıné language.
In Łutselk'e, Dëne Sųłıné was the primary language used in a number of programs that
connected Elders and youth. These programs offered a hands-on approach to learning
traditional skills while learning Dëne Sųłıné.

In Fort Smith, there has been strong communication between youth and Elders using Dëne
Dédlıné through traditional language activities.
The Yellowknives Dene First Nations held terminology workshops with Elders, which will
help youth with pronunciation and language learning.
The Deninu K’ue First Nation hosted youth and Elders at Mission Island to participate in
sewing classes and storytelling. This was a great way to connect Elders and youth with
Dene Délı̨ne while learning traditional activities.

In this region, we are seeing strong connections between Elders and youth. This will help
youth communicate better with Elders and feel more confident in their language learning
journey.

Elders and youth participated in sewing classes.
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ECE’s Aboriginal Languages Secretariat
The GNWT has established an Aboriginal Languages Secretariat (ALS) within the
Department of Education, Culture and Employment (ECE) to enhance the revitalization
and protection of Aboriginal languages throughout the NWT. The ALS provides support
to regional language communities, Teaching and Learning Centres (TLCs), and Aboriginal
Language and Culture-based Education (ALCBE) programs. The ALS also has a corporate
leadership role when it comes to the promotion and revitalization of the nine official
Aboriginal languages and works closely with all GNWT departments.

The ALS supports regional Aboriginal Governments in the development and
implementation of their five-year Regional Aboriginal Language Plans. At this time,
seven regional Language Coordinators have been hired by their respective Aboriginal
Governments to help coordinate and implement these Plans; Inuinnaqtun and Inuvialuktun
share one Coordinator and there is no current NWT representation for the Inuktitut
language.

The primary responsibility of the ALS is to:
•• Provide Official Languages Act and Regulations oversight and accountability for
Aboriginal languages;
•• Manage, negotiate and administer the Canada/NWT Cooperation Agreement
on Aboriginal Languages and GNWT Aboriginal language investments;
•• Provide support for the implementation of five-year Regional Aboriginal
Language Plans, working closely with regional Language Coordinators;

•• Provide monitoring, evaluation and accountability planning and reporting for
Regional Aboriginal Language Plans;
•• Advance the development of Aboriginal language terminology and
standardization in partnership with Aboriginal language communities;

•• Support the delivery of early childhood, K-12 and post-secondary Aboriginal
language programming;

•• Provide coordination of Aboriginal language interpreter/translator services;
•• Build community capacity to deliver government services in Aboriginal
languages; and

•• Facilitate relationships between Aboriginal Governments, Aboriginal language
communities, education bodies, TLCs and NWT schools.

14
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Aboriginal Languages Month
In the NWT, March is Aboriginal Languages Month and is dedicated to celebrating the
richness of language and culture. It is a great opportunity to encourage people to learn
about and use the nine official Aboriginal languages with pride and honour.

This year, ECE celebrated Aboriginal Languages Month by supporting an NWT Literacy
Council workshop with regional Language Coordinators and helping to promote a number
of regional events, feasts and activities.
As well, ECE senior managers received a lesson in Aboriginal language greetings, learning
how to say, “Hello, my name is …” in all nine official Aboriginal languages. The intent and
expectation being that Aboriginal language use would be increased at ECE headquarters.
This initial learning activity turned into a “Hello, My Name is…” Sticker Campaign!

The ALS created name-tag stickers that translate the common English phrase “Hello, my
name is…” into all of the official Aboriginal languages of the NWT.

This theme was chosen to start to bring more Aboriginal language to day-to-day operations
throughout the NWT.
Name tags can be used at meetings to have people introduce themselves in an Aboriginal
language. Some Department staff have even been wearing the name tags around the office
to practice.
Learning a language is hard, but it can be fun! This campaign is meant to teach people
language and challenge them to use what they learn in a safe and fun way, demonstrating
an increased respect for the heritage languages of the North.

“Hello, my name is…” name tag stickers produced by the Department of ECE in all nine Official
Aboriginal Languages.
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NWT Aboriginal Languages Facebook Page
The ALS recently launched the NWT Aboriginal Languages Facebook page this past March
during Aboriginal Languages Month.

The page serves as a platform to communicate with the people of NWT communities
regarding all nine official Aboriginal languages and encourage them to learn the languages
of the territory.
All people in all communities of the NWT share the responsibility of indigenous language
revitalization through active promotion, preservation, celebration and use of Aboriginal
languages.
Language use strengthens cultural identity and, in turn, contributes to student success,
healthy families and communities, and increased economic prosperity. The GNWT is
committed to the promotion, preservation and revitalization of these languages and to
fostering healthy, educated people, free from poverty.

This medium of communication will connect people across the territory to provide access
to information regarding our languages, language revitalization practices and promote
language learning!
Check out the page, today, at: https://www.facebook.com/NWTAboriginalLanguages/
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Aboriginal Language Broadcasting
Contributions are provided to Aboriginal broadcasting organizations to ensure production
and distribution of radio and television programming and news releases in the NWT
Aboriginal languages. Funding is based on the demonstrated need of the organization
and the availability of resources as approved by the Legislative Assembly. The maximum
amounts for the contribution are based on the amounts secured through the Canada-NWT
Cooperation Agreement for French and Aboriginal Languages in the NWT.
The Native Communications Society of the NWT (NCS) and the Inuvialuit Communication
Society (ICS) receive annual funding.

Using Aboriginal Languages on screen promotes
language use.
This year, the ICS was kept busy with their news magazine, Tusaayaksat, and producing
new and exciting television programming for their viewers! Four issues of Tusaayaksat
were published. In total, that’s 3,760 copies of the magazine! For those TV buffs, 13
episodes of Ata! and six episodes of Tusaayaksat TV have been produced, and more are on
the way! Two new TV programs, Angayuu “The stories behind the drum dances” and Inuit
Away, are currently in production, so stay tuned!

The NCS continued to produce radio language programming in South Slavey, Tłı̨chǫ, North
Slavey, Dëne Sųłıné and Gwich’in, providing access to vital information to 33 communities
across the territory! Two fan favorites, The Saturday Afternoon Request Show, and the
weekday morning show, Denendeh Sunrise, continue to be huge hits! The NCS also provides
advertising services in multiple languages in order to reach out to the largest number
of northern residents across the territory. Keep your eyes peeled and ears open for any
advertisements in Tłı̨chǫ, Dëne Sųłıné, Gwich’in, North Slavey or South Slavey on the CKLB
radio station or website.

Across the territory, people are working hard so
Aboriginal Languages can be heard on the radio.
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Community Broadcasting Grant Program
This program is designed to provide grant money to help pay for the operation costs of
community radio stations in the NWT. The maximum grant to a community broadcasting
organization is $6,000 in any one year. Many of these community radio stations broadcast
wholly or partly in Aboriginal languages.

This year the following communities received Community Broadcasting Grants to operate
community radio stations:
•• Délı̨ne (CBQO Fort Franklin Radio Society);

•• Fort Providence (Zhahti Koe Friendship Centre);
•• Fort McPherson (CBQM Radio Society);

•• Fort Good Hope (CBQE Chartered Community of K’asho Got’ine);
•• Hay River (CKHR Hay River Broadcast Society);
•• Behchokǫ̀ (Rae-Edzo Friendship Centre); and
•• Yellowknife (Radio Taïga).

Délı̨ne – CBQO Fort Franklin Radio Society.
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ECE’s Culture and Heritage Division
NWT Archives
The NWT Archives generated approximately 400 .mp3 reference quality copies of audio
recordings, including interviews conducted in Slavey with Elder George Boots in 1986.
The interviews were recorded over a five day period at Willow Lake River, and contain
information about traditional place names and land use. The recordings are supplemented
by two copies of English translations of the interviews.

The NWT Archives continues to partner with ethnomusicologist Dr. Nicole Beaudry in her
efforts to share recordings she collected in the communities of Délı̨ne, Tulı́ta and Fort Good
Hope in the 1980s. This collection of North Slavey language recordings was enriched by the
addition of a further 13 digital recordings and 16 transcripts donated by Dr. Beaudry. The
recordings are an invaluable resource, containing traditional songs, stories and interviews
with many of the Elders from Sahtú communities.
The NWT Archives produced a photo calendar for 2016, spotlighting clothing and fashion
from across the NWT and promoting each of the NWT official languages. A different official
language was featured each month.

Geographic Place Names Program
Throughout the 2015-2016 fiscal year, the Culture and Heritage Division continued
working with the Tłı̨chǫ Government, advising on best practices for preparing their
traditional names for approval as official names. Under their Self-Government Agreement,
the Tłı̨chǫ Government has authority to approve official names on their lands and wants
to move forward with their vast collection of geographical names. Several meetings are
planned for the coming months as we move forward with this file.
Assessment work has continued for 483 traditional Dëne Sųłıné geographic names
submitted by the Łutsel K’e Dene First Nations. We have been working assembling
documents, including an extensive set of maps, in order to consult on the proposed names
with affected indigenous groups in the region. We anticipate circulating the consultation
packages in May or June 2016.

Both the French version (les Noms officiels des collectivités des Territoires du Nord-Ouest)
and the English version of the NWT gazetteer were updated and revised copies were added
to the Cultural Places Program webpage, part of the Prince of Wales Northern Heritage
Centre’s (PWNHC) website.
2015-2016 Annual Report on Official Languages
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Heritage Education and Public Programming
The PWNHC education staff continued to provide education programs and visitor services
in a number of official languages in 2015-2016. This year, The PWNHC delivered school and
public education programs to nearly 5,000 participants in French, English and Tłı̨chǫ.
Who are the Yellowknives Dene? is a new education program that saw Dene interpreters
from Ndilǫ and Detah introduce over 300 students and teachers to the Wıìlıìdeh language,
culture and stories as featured in the Yellowknives Dene exhibit at the PWNHC.

Over 400 students benefitted from George Tatsiechele’s language and culture instruction at
the PWNHC’s Birch Syrup Camp, learning traditional tree tapping techniques as well as tree
and plant vocabulary in Wıìlıìdeh.
Whatı̀ Elder Dora Nitsiza taught Tłı̨chǫ language and culture, for the last time, at Daring Lake
Tundra Science and Culture Camp held in July 2015. Dora, who passed away in December,
was an invaluable member of the cultural team at the camp and will be sorely missed.
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Community Cultural Development
The Culture and Heritage Division supports projects with funding contributions to promote
and encourage the use, preservation and promotion of NWT Aboriginal languages. Cultural
Projects Contributions funding, Aboriginal Language contributions, and Land Claims
Implementation funding supported the following organizations offering culture and
language projects in 2015-2016:

•• DehCho First Nations for continued development of the Dehcho Traditional Place
Names Map Project initiated in 2014. The project will develop an interactive map and
cultural resource tool, including community Elders’ biographies, stories, photographs
and audio recordings. The project supports Dene Zhatıé language revitalization and
education by ensuring that all information, text and audio on the digital resources are
presented in the Dene language.
•• Gwich’in Social and Cultural Institute to conduct a Digital Mapping Project for the
Gwich’in Settlement Area to record traditional names.
•• Gamètı̀ Community Government to support Gamètì Elder and youth site visits to
historic locations on Great Slave and Great Bear lakes. Tłı̨chǫ Elders will lead the
identification of historic sites and traditional place names and sharing of traditional
stories in the Tłı̨chǫ language.
•• Tłı̨chǫ Government to coordinate the following projects:
•• Wekweètı̀ Sewing Skills Project to expand traditional sewing knowledge in the
community, taught by Elders in the Tłı̨chǫ language.
•• Traditional Trails Project canoe journey from Gamètı̀ to Délı̨ne. This project
is a traditional knowledge immersion experience for Tłı̨chǫ youth from all
communities to learn from Elders in the Tłı̨chǫ language.

•• Sahtú Renewable Resources Board to coordinate the second year of the Délı̨ne
Song, Story and Games book project, begun in 2014. The purpose of this project
is to produce a written and audio documentation of recordings made in the Sahtú
between 1988 and 2015. The book will be in both English and Sahtúot’ı̨nę Yatı̨́, but
the accompanying CDs will be in Sahtúot’ı̨nę Yatı̨́ only.
•• Dene Nation Archives Project to preserve the archives of the National Indian
Brotherhood (NWT), Dene-Métis Land Claims and special collections as a resource
for community members, researchers and other Aboriginal organizations. The
Archivist’s duties will include cataloguing and digitizing historical documents and
transcribing recorded testimonies of Elders and other Dene individuals.
•• Ulukhaktok Community Corporation to host Summer Family Culture Camps to
preserve Inuvialuit cultural identity by teaching traditional skills such as hunting,
fishing, meat preparation, Inuinnaqtun language classes and sewing.
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Exhibits
Ice Age Bison Discovery – Our Frozen Past and Thawing Future
(Opened June 2015)

Highlighting ice age fossils and the changing landscape of the North, this exhibit features
audio content in Gwich’in as well as an accompanying French guide book. A permanent
companion exhibit was delivered to Tsiigehtchic, where the featured Steppe Bison fossil
was discovered, in July 2015. In addition, a virtual version of the exhibit is available online,
and a travelling exhibit is available for loan. www.nwtexhibits.ca/steppebison/index.html

Ice Age Bison Discovery – on display at the PWNHC.

The community exhibit in Tsiigehtchic.
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This Land is Our Home: Wıìlıìdeh Yellowknives Dene (opened October 2015)

This is the story of the Wıìlıìdeh Yellowknives Dene First Nation (YKDFN) and their
traditional territory. The exhibition is a collaboration with YKDFN Elders and cultural
advisors to showcase YKDFN history, language and culture through artifacts, clothing, oral
history and photographs. The exhibit development process included three Elders’ visits
at which Wıìlıìdeh was spoken and translated for PWNHC staff. The exhibit includes many
vocabulary words and place names from the Wıìlıìdeh dialect. An animated video was
created telling the story of Yamǫoz̨̀ ha and the Wıìlıìdeh River; the audio for the story is in
Wıìlıìdeh.

Exhibit planning meetings with YKDFN
community curators and Elders.

The exhibit opening: Feed the Fire ceremony.

The completed exhibit at PWNHC.
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30 Years of Art: An NWT Arts Council Exhibit (opened November 2015)

An anniversary exhibit showcasing more than 200 NWT artists in audio recordings,
performing arts, writing, publishing, visual arts and crafts as well as film and media arts.
The Council celebrated the talents, passions and commitments of artists who contribute to
building vibrant communities across the NWT. The digital features of the exhibit included
videos, music and artwork, including French and Aboriginal language content.
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Aboriginal Languages
in Education
The NWT has the responsibility to ensure that Aboriginal
language and culture are being taught in all NWT schools.

In the Aboriginal worldview, culture and language are inseparable; culture is language and
language is culture. To respect this worldview and to assist educators, ECE has created two
overarching curricula: Dene Kede and Inuuqatigiit. School staff are expected to infuse this
Aboriginal worldview throughout their teachings, using the curriculum appropriate to their
school and community.

Aboriginal Language and Culture-based Education
In September 2004, the Minister of ECE issued a directive on Aboriginal Language and
Culture-based Education (ALCBE). Aboriginal language and culture-based education is
defined as education that reflects, validates and promotes the cultures and languages of the
First Peoples of the NWT. It is education that honours all forms of traditional knowledge,
ways of knowing and worldviews.
Aboriginal language and culture-based activities explore the languages, cultures, histories,
activities, skills, knowledge, traditions and values of Aboriginal peoples of the NWT, and
contain an Aboriginal language acquisition component.

ECE initiated a review of the 2004 ALCBE directive in
2013 as part of its ongoing support of Aboriginal Language
and Culture-based School Programs. To focus on issues
most relevant to each region in the NWT, ECE drew on
senior management staff, Aboriginal coordinators, district
education superintendents, school principals and Aboriginal
language teachers from across the NWT for information
and feedback. This review led to a decision to renew the
ALCBE Directive as one of the actions identified within the
Education Renewal (ER) Action Plan and is currently under
development.
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Aboriginal Language Learning
The Education Act in the Northwest Territories allows the ability to provide Aboriginal
language learning through first language instruction, immersion and second language
instruction. The level of language programming is largely dependent on sufficient demand,
availability of qualified teachers who are fluent speakers, and availability of sufficient and
suitable program materials.
If English is the language of instruction, another NWT official language must also be taught
as part of the education program.
Currently, there are no NWT schools offering first language instruction in an Aboriginal
language. In most NWT schools, English is the main language of instruction and an
Aboriginal language or French is taught as a second language through either a second
language, ‘core language’, approach or immersion.
In a core language approach, students attend classes throughout the week in one of the
official languages for a minimum of 90 hours per year from grades one through nine.

In an immersion language approach, all regular instruction is taught in an Aboriginal
language. Aboriginal language immersion classes are in place in three NWT communities:
Behchokǫ,̀ Inuvik and Fort Providence.

Additional Aboriginal language courses for senior secondary students, grades 10 to 12, are
also available in some schools.
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Teaching and Learning Centres
Regional Teaching and Learning Centres (TLCs) provide support to NWT schools for their
Aboriginal language and cultural programs, including:
•• Developing materials and kits for Dene Kede and Inuuqatigiit units;

•• Coordinating training for Aboriginal language instructors and early childhood
educators;
•• Coordinating on-the-land language and culture camps;

•• Collaborating with language instructors to ensure language accuracy;
•• Planning for regional education conferences;

•• Conducting training for the infusion of Dene Kede and Inuuqatigiit into all core
subject areas; and

•• Providing direction to the NWT Teacher Education Program (TEP) and the Aboriginal
Language and Cultural Instructor Program (ALCIP) through participation in
committees and working groups.
This year, all of the TLCs have been hard at work finding interesting ways to incorporate
language learning into new and existing programming!

Beaufort Delta Education Council (BDEC)

The staff at BDEC continued to work with a number of translators and interpreters in
the communities for translation of materials in the three Inuvialuktun dialects: Siglitun,
Uummarmuitun and Kangiryuarmiutun.

The Inuvialuit Cultural Resource Centre (ICRC) maintains their onsite library in Inuvik,
which houses print material, videos, oral history records and photographs that are made
available to all teachers and language instructors throughout the region. BDEC is currently
working in collaboration with a recognized university to digitize all of this material to
increase ease of access to all stakeholders.
In the Ulukhaktok office, staff worked toward revising the Kangiryuarmiutun dictionary,
hosting traditional mukluk and hunting bow workshops, and developing a traditional
knowledge website.
The ICRC continues to stay involved in cultural initiatives that include support for
local programming such as adult and youth language classes, oral history projects and
publications on Inuvialuit history and traditional knowledge.
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Dehcho Divisional Education Council (DDEC)
This year, the DDEC partnered with a number of organizations involved in language related
work. To support regional language programs, the DDEC purchased regional productions,
Dene Zhatıé́ resources, food, fabric, beads, fur and hides to create authentic language
experiences for learning and practice in class and on the land.
The TLC supports the University of Victoria Language Revitalization Diploma students in
their courses by loading publications about language and culture and materials in Dene
Zhatıé.́ Fourteen students completed their first year of the program.

An Aboriginal Language Teacher Training Pilot Project was developed in conjunction with
ECE staff and contracted consultants. Language teachers received training similar to the
Intensive French method of instruction. The teachers were followed up with to ensure that
methodology was followed. This year proved promising and the pilot will continue next
year.

Sahtú Divisional Education Council (SDEC)

This year the SDEC’s goal was to increase support to Aboriginal language programs in
schools and communities. In order to achieve this, the TLC travelled to communities to meet
with language instructors, visit the school and attend courses.
The TLC coordinator worked with language instructors to teach Dene love songs to
students, and encourage a focus on hand games and songs. They worked with community
members on the revitalization of culture. Students are able to sing love songs, play hand
games and drum dance, all while honouring their leaders. The coordinator also attended a
teacher’s conference, working with the facilitator to review traditional values, beliefs and
Dene laws. Language instructors, assistants and TLC staff all met to discuss the values the
facilitator presented.

Language instructors participated in a conference on family literacy, participating in
sessions related to second language teaching. This conference taught them various methods
that can be incorporated into lesson plans to promote language learning.
Literacy and terminology workshops were held with Elders and leaders of the Sahtú.
Instructors we involved in creating words for new technology with Elders.

Cultural camps were held in the spring. Students and staff participated in all of the
activities, such as preparing ducks, dry fish making, setting up camp and collecting wood or
spruce boughs. Elders also hosted moose and caribou hide tanning workshops.
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South Slave Divisional Education Council (SSDEC)
The SSDEC is fortunate enough to self-publish many publications, including posters,
banners and books. This year, the Three Feathers graphic novel was published in two
languages in September, and publication in a third language is scheduled for fall this year.
Another book, Spirit, will have 500 copies published in each of the three languages.

A game called Scramble in Dëne Sųłıné is being developed, and will be played in Dëne Sųłıné
with rules and gameplay similar to Scrabble.
Three Feathers is also being produced into a film based on the graphic novel! This movie
will be the first ever to be filmed in four different languages: Slavey, Chipewyan, Cree and
English. The film is still in production, so you’ll have to wait until 2017 to watch it!
The First Nations storybook application was completed for iPad and iPhone in spring of
2016. This app has published 42 books as e-books and is available for listening in Dëne
Sųłıné and viewing through the Apple App Store.

Promotional clothing has been distributed to teachers and students in schools across the
South Slave region. Clothing with social media hashtags #SpeakSlavey, #SpeakCree and
#SpeakChipewyan will soon be seen in schools throughout the region.

Tłı̨chǫ Community Services Agency (TCSA)

The TCSA focused on enriching the Tłı̨chǫ History Curriculum in schools throughout the
region. Research, community visits and ongoing interviews were conducted with Elders to
produce more resources for language teachers. Resource books and maps have been made
available for teachers and students.
The TLC continued to produce Tłı̨chǫ classroom resources in the forms of posters,
flashcards and language materials in order to supplement the K-9 Language Immersion
Program. Flashcards about colours, family, the home, transportation, occupations, shapes
and prepositions were produced and translated for teachers.
A Tłı̨chǫ computer game, How the Fox Saved the People, was being developed in
collaboration with students from the University of Toronto. The game is narrated and
played in Tłı̨chǫ, and foretells the legend of the Fox who saved the people by finding food.
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Yellowknife Education District No. 1 (YK1)
YK1 was developing and delivering the Dene as a Second Language program to each
grade at Mildred Hall School. The Wıìlıìdeh dialect of Tłı̨chǫ is being taught. A team of
language instructors are working together every day to deliver the program to each grade,
corresponding with themes of the Dene Kede curriculum. While many of these students
are not immersed in the language in their home environment, YK1 has created an in-house
language curriculum development team to combat these challenges!

YK Public Denomination (YCS)

YCS was busy with many different activities to boost language programming. Translation of
the book Sadee’s Mittens is underway, along with design, writing and editing. There will be
interactive kits to accompany each copy once it is published next year.
An ongoing project to create a Traditional Inuit Games kit is underway. Translations and
lessons are currently being developed. The kit will be a fun addition to engage students,
especially with the Archery and Hunting unit!

YCS also purchased graphic novels for high school students and cultural stories for
elementary students for classroom use. These books contain loads of Aboriginal cultural
content to engage and interest students in the heritage of their peers.
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Government Services
in Aboriginal Languages
Aboriginal Bilingual Bonus and
Language Allowance
The GNWT provides a bilingual bonus to employees who use two or more of the official
languages of the NWT, with the exception of employees who have assigned duties of
translation and interpretation in their job descriptions.

The bilingual bonus is offered where the ability to speak more than one official language is
required to provide adequate service or when the ability to speak a second official language
is an asset to the position, i.e. when an employee occasionally provides assistance in
another official language. Under both circumstances, the community or region the position
serves determines the language used in the position.
In 2015-2016, 173 GNWT employees received an Aboriginal language bilingual bonus,
totalling $164,106.

Department/Agency/Board

Aboriginal Bilingual Bonus(es)

Education, Culture and Employment

7

Environment and Natural Resources

8

Executive

11

Industry, Tourism and Investment

7

Justice

3

Municipal and Community Affairs

3

Public Works and Services

2

Beaufort Delta DEC

1

Dehcho DEC

9

Sahtú DEC

4

South Slave DEC

1

Tłı̨chǫ CSA – Education

21

Sahtú Health and Social Services Authority

16

Beaufort Delta Health and Social Services Authority
Dehcho Health and Social Services Authority
Tłı̨chǫ CSA – HSS

Yellowknife Health and Social Services Authority
NWT Housing Corporation

Workers’ Safety and Compensation Commission
Total

2

17
57
2
2
3

173
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The GNWT also provides a language allowance to teachers who are proficient in the use of
one or more of the official Aboriginal languages of the NWT. Teachers who qualify receive
an annual language allowance when using the skill in any or all of the following areas:
•• Actual classroom teaching;

•• Individual student counselling;
•• Parent teacher interviews;

•• Extracurricular activities; and/or
•• School/community relations.

In 2015-2016, 61 teachers received an Aboriginal language allowance.

Department/Agency/Board
Beaufort Delta DEC

10

South Slave DEC

10

Dehcho DEC
Sahtú DEC

Tłı̨chǫ CSA – Education
Total

32

Number of Employees
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11
13
17

61

Government News Delivered
in Aboriginal Languages
When possible, the GNWT endeavours to deliver news and important information in
Aboriginal languages. In 2015-2016, highlights included:
•• The Department of Health and Social Services (DHSS) celebrated Aboriginal
Languages Month with a variety of activities.

•• A section about the importance of providing health and social services in
Aboriginal languages was posted on the DHSS website in March 2016. DHSS
publications available in Aboriginal languages were also featured on the site.

•• As a part of a social media campaign, We can. I can., posters were translated into all
nine Aboriginal languages for World Cancer Day. Residents were invited to take a
picture of themselves holding the poster and share it on social media to spread the
message that “We can, I can take action to help prevent and fight cancer”.

•• A music video, You’re Not Alone, was released in May 2015 to increase knowledge
and reduce the stigma associated with mental health issues. Aboriginal languages
were featured throughout the film, which was posted on the HSS YouTube channel
and aired at the Yellowknife Capitol Theatre. Check out the video here:
www.hss.gov.nt.ca/health-social-services/slides/mental-health-week

•• The Department of Justice (DOJ) has several ‘arms-length’ services that report on
official Aboriginal languages, including the Rental Officer, the Office of the Chief
Coroner of the NWT, the Public Trustee office and the Legal Services Board (Legal
Aid), all of which provided public services in Aboriginal languages when requested.
As well, as an ongoing business practice, correctional facility inmates and Probation
Services clients received information in the language of their choice.
•• The Workers’ Safety and Compensation Commission (WSCC) continues to ensure
that all news, media and documents are translated into Inuktitut and Inuinnaqtun.
WSCC’s monthly newsletter, Safety Net, provides stakeholders with current
information about WSCC programs and services. The Corporate Plan and Annual
Report are also available in four languages of the NWT.

•• In 2015, the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (ENR) provided
Tłı̨chǫ speaking and briefing notes to MLA Jackson Lafferty regarding the caribou
situation. This gave ENR the opportunity to communicate important information to
the media in Tłı̨chǫ from a trusted, knowledgeable source.
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Radio and Print Advertising
in Aboriginal Languages
GNWT Departments often make announcements and run advertisements in Aboriginal
languages on local radio stations and in local newspapers. In 2015-2016, highlights
included:

•• DOJ distributes information on family violence and Emergency Protection Orders at
community wellness fairs and to shelters in Yellowknife, Hay River, Inuvik, Fort Smith
and Tuktoyaktuk. These materials are available in Tłı̨chǫ, North Slavey, South Slavey,
Inuinnaqtun and Chipewyan.
•• DHSS continues to publish a number of advertisements in multiple Aboriginal
languages. “Let’s Talk About Cancer” logos were translated into all nine Aboriginal
languages and posted on www.cancernwt.ca. HSS also partnered with the Tłı̨chǫ
Community Services Agency (TCSA) to broadcast radio announcements in Tłı̨chǫ
regarding health information and services on a weekly basis.

•• The Department of Aboriginal Affairs and Intergovernmental Relations (DAAIR)
placed advertisements in Tłı̨chǫ in News/North to celebrate the 10th Anniversary
of the signing of the Tłı̨chǫ Agreement and for Expressions of Interest for the Tłı̨chǫ
Community Services Agency Board.

•• In March 2016, ENR provided ads to CKLB radio in Tłı̨chǫ, North Slavey, South
Slavey, Gwich’in, Chipewyan, Inuktitut and Inuinnaqtun about the community-based
monitoring program in NWT communities.

•• The Northwest Territories Housing Corporation (NWTHC) runs intake advertising in
five Dene languages on CKLB radio. Additionally, in the communities of Paulatuk and
Ulukhaktok, members from the local community housing agencies have broadcast
information in the local Inuvialuktun dialects of Siglitun and Inuinnaqtun about
housing programming on the community radio.
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Aboriginal Languages Translation Services
Translation services enable all Departments to increase the quantity of public information
and content available in Aboriginal languages. In 2015-2016, highlights included:
•• The Department of Lands (DOL) coordinated the GNWT’s participation in the
Nunavut Impact Review Board’s environmental assessment of Sabina Gold and
Silver Corporation’s Back River Project. Lands provided translations of an executive
summary and presentation on the Bathurst Herd caribou into Inuinnaqtun and
Inuktitut for the public hearing held in spring 2016.

•• As of June 2016, for both the NWT and Nunavut, the WSCC translated 320 documents
to serve clients in their language of choice. These included letters, brochures, medical
reports, forms, speaking notes, annual report and a corporate plan.
•• DHSS entered into a contract with CanTalk interpretation services at Stanton
Territorial Health Authority and YHSSA. DHSS is presently developing a centralized
contract with CanTalk for all the Health and Social Services Authority’s throughout
the territory.

•• The Department of Municipal and Community Affairs (MACA) provided translations
during community government council meetings as well as providing language
services to Elders during teleconferences.

•• The Department of Human Resources (HR) has provided the option for employees to
receive Long Service Awards in any of the official languages of the NWT.

•• In January, the Department of Transportation (DOT) and the Tłı̨chǫ Government held
the Community Consultation Tour for the Tłı̨chǫ All Season Road to Whatı̀. The Tłı̨chǫ
Government organized the logistics and the hiring of all the translators for the tour.
Several local Tłı̨chǫ speakers were recruited to provide translations. The tour visited
several communities: Wekweètı̀, Gamètı̀, Whatı̀ and Behchokǫ̀.
•• The Department of Public Works and Services (PWS) included the multi-language
active offer as part of its annual Energy Conservation Initiatives Report.

•• The Department of Industry, Tourism and Investment’s (ITI) North Slave Regional
Office provided service in North Slavey when a client required information on the
Support for Entrepreneurs and Economic Development Policy.
•• The Department of Education, Culture and Employment (ECE) has provided the
option for teachers to receive their teaching certificates in the language of their
choice.
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Aboriginal Languages Interpretation Services
GNWT Departments provide interpretation services on an “as needed” basis. In 2015-2016,
highlights included:

•• In Supreme, Territorial and Justice of the Peace Courts, Aboriginal language
interpretation services were provided in courtrooms through contracted interpreters
in Tłı̨chǫ, North Slavey, South Slavey and Gwich’in on a total of 187 occasions. DOJ
also provides interpreters for Legal Aid services, which were accessed 34 times.
•• On April 21, 2015, the Łutselk’e Dene First Nation and DAAIR held a meeting in
which the GNWT provided simultaneous Chipewyan language interpretation.

•• MACA employees across the territory in Behchokǫ̀, Fort Simpson and Norman Wells
offered services to residents in Aboriginal languages as demands for services in
Aboriginal languages rise.
•• Through 2015-2016, ENR provided interpretation services at several events:

•• Chipewyan interpretation was provided for the Slave River and Delta Partnership
Research Results open house in Fort Resolution.

•• In Behchokǫ̀, Tłı̨chǫ services were provided at a working group meeting with local
Elders on advancing Dinàgà Wek’èhodì candidate area using territorial legislation.
•• Interpretation services were provided for a meeting between ENR biologists,
Dehcho and South Slave communities to seek assistance in identifying important
areas for boreal woodland caribou based on local knowledge. Maps and
information from these meetings will be used to inform the development of
regional range plans outlining how critical habitat for boreal caribou can be
maintained.

•• The Legislative Assembly addresses the needs of the public and the Members
by providing up to three interpreters during each day the House is sitting. The
broadcasting system allows up to three official languages, in addition to the
language being spoken on the floor, to be recorded each sitting day. This allows for
simultaneous interpretation for Members and visitors in the Chamber gallery. The
Legislative Assembly continues to address the needs expressed by Members to
balance the availability of interpreters and to achieve equality status for all official
languages. Interpretation services are on a regular rotation schedule and members
of the Legislature may request additional interpretation services for Assembly
proceedings. During the Fall 2015 election, there were 26 sitting days in the 20152016 fiscal year. The Assembly provided interpretation in eight of nine official
Aboriginal languages on those days.

•• NWTHC continues to communicate with residents in the official Aboriginal
languages, as required. Aboriginal language interpreters/translators have been
contracted for community consultation, annual general meetings, program delivery
and workshops, as needed. One-on-one counselling in an Aboriginal language
may be delivered by staff directly or with the assistance of an interpreter. NWTHC
staff members that speak the local Aboriginal language deliver home ownership
programming as well as inform tenants of conditions related to their public housing
unit, as needed. Local community housing agencies, acting as NWTHC’s agents in
communities, administer the NWTHC’s housing programs. The staff of the local
community housing agencies resides in the communities and many employees are
fluent in the local Aboriginal languages.
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•• ECE provided simultaneous interpretation services during the Aboriginal Languages
Symposium.
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Signage in Aboriginal Languages
Communities and Government Departments have been increasing the usage of Aboriginal
languages of government signs throughout the NWT. In 2015-2016, highlights included:

•• DHSS has identified all signage requirements for each health authority. In 2015, the
Fort Smith Health Centre installed directional signage in four languages: Chipewyan,
Cree, English and French. At the Hay River Regional Health Centre, exterior wayfinding signage and dedication plaques were completed in Cree, Chipewyan and
South Slavey. In Norman Wells, translations in North Slavey were completed for the
interior signage for the new Health and Social Services Centre and Long-term Care
Facility.

•• DOJ prepared new signage in Tłı̨chǫ for the new Court Registry hours in Yellowknife.

•• To address the GNWT’s new signage requirements, DAAIR updated their signage with
Cree, Tłı̨chǫ, Gwich’in, South Slavey, Inuktitut, Inuvialuktun and Inuinnaqtun.
•• The Department of Executive (DOE) launched the new Visual Identity Program (VIP)
in 2016. In collaboration with the Department of Public Works and Services (PWS),
DOE is developing a new signage manual to address language responsibilities and
adhere to the new VIP. Currently, internal signs in Yellowknife are being updated,
and regional offices are soon to follow. The new signage manual is expected to be
completed in April 2017.
•• PWS delivered signage in Aboriginal languages to the Hay River Regional Health
Centre and the Fort Smith Health Centre. In 2016-2017, the Department will
complete signage in the new Yellowknife Office Building as well as other signage
projects that are linked to the GNWT’s new VIP guidelines.

•• ENR created signs in Tłı̨chǫ, French and English to warn hunters not to shoot around
the Ptarmigan Mine site.
•• ECE updated the Student Financial Assistance reception area with signs in Wıìlıìdeh,
English and French.

•• The Legislative Assembly installed new signage during the summer of 2015. The
shared offices of the Official Languages Commissioner, the Access and Privacy
Commissioner and the Chair of the Human Rights Adjudication Panel received new
signage, which included information in the Tłı̨chǫ and Chipewyan language as well as
English and French.
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Aboriginal Languages Initiatives
•• DHSS is in the process of developing a language identification tool for use by
Authorities so that clients can point to a language in which they would like service
upon entering the health care facility. They have also created a SharePoint library,
with Aboriginal language resources for DHSS employees, including:
•• “Hello My Name Is…” campaign materials;

•• Information about the NWT Single Window Service Centres;
•• “How to Request a Translation” guide;
•• The NWT Official Languages Act; and
•• Official languages active offer.

•• The WSCC continued to translate brochures, forms, templates and documents in
Inuktitut and Inuinnaqtun. They also launched the Inuktitut version of their website
in March. Check it out here: http://wscc.nt.ca/iu

•• The Department of the Executive runs 20 Single Window Service Centres across
the NWT! These centres are staffed by half-time, locally hired, Government Services
Officers (GSO), 10 of whom speak an Aboriginal language and, as such, direct service
is available in English, Tłı̨chǫ, North Slavey, Chipewyan, Inuinnaqtun and South
Slavey. These Centres have been very successful in providing information on the
GNWT, as well as federal programs and services, to community residents.
•• DHR sent out email reminders to all staff regarding the Bilingual Self identification
option in PeopleSoft. This allows employees to voluntarily report their ability to
serve the public in an official language other than English. This initiative identifies
the linguistic assets existing within the public service and increases the capacity of
departments to provide services and communications in the official languages of the
NWT.
•• At the Department of ENR, staff, regional officers and community officers provide
services and information in the local Aboriginal language of the region. They also
continue to use official Aboriginal languages in their offices on a daily basis.

•• Members of the Legislative Assembly may use any of the 11 official languages in the
debates and other proceedings of the Assembly. Members are encouraged to use their
languages abilities whenever possible. This service is also extended to the members
of biennial Youth Parliaments.
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GNWT Language Program
Expenditures – Aboriginal
Languages (2015-2016)
In 2015-2016, ECE spent close to $7 million to fund the
Aboriginal Languages Secretariat to support language
programming and services. Of this amount, more than
$3.5 million has been provided to Aboriginal Governments
to support their Language Plans.
Description

Actual Expenditures

Aboriginal languages services and programs
Contributions to Aboriginal Governments to
support Language Plans
Total

$3,220,242.49
$3,624,095.00

$6,844,337.49

As per the Canada-NWT Cooperation Agreement, the federal government contributed
$1.9 million for various Aboriginal language programs.
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PART II:
French

How We Approach
Our Work
French Language Services at the
Government of the Northwest Territories

Francophone
Affairs Secretariat
The Francophone Affairs Secretariat offers
advice, tools and support to departments and
agencies of the Government of the Northwest
Territories for the purpose of developing plans on
French Language Communications and Services
(FLCS). In addition, the Secretariat delivers French
language translation services to government
institutions such as GNWT departments, boards,
agencies and the Legislative Assembly. The
Francophone Affairs Secretariat manages
Services TNO.

Strategic Plan
on French Language
Communications and Services
Introduced in 2012, the Strategic Plan on
French Language Communications and Services
guides the implementation of improved services
to the francophone community accessing GNWT
services. The plan includes three frameworks,
which cover all aspects of French language
service delivery as well as roles and
responsibilities of the GNWT.

GNWT Standards
for French Language
Communications and Services
French Language
Services Coordinators
The general responsibility
of the French Language Services Coordinators
(FLSC) is to champion and coordinate
the provision of quality French language
communications and services
by their respective departments,
boards and agencies.
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The GNWT Standards for French Language
Communications and Services were adopted
in 2013 to assist employees in the delivery
of communications and services in French
to the public. The standards include information
on voice mail, signage, publication format,
advertisements and French translation.
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Progress for French
Language Services
Government institutions such as departments, boards and
agencies improved communications and services in French in
various ways during the 2015-2016 fiscal year.

The 2015-2016 Annual Report on Official Languages outlines
many of these improvements for the Government of the
Northwest Territories. Progress is structured around the goals
of the Operating Plans on French Language Communications
and Services.

1

Goal 1: Leadership and Policy Direction
Government institutions have active leadership and policy direction for communications
and services in French.

Operating Plans on French Language Communications and Services
Following the Strategic Plan on French Language Communications and Services adopted in
2012 and the GNWT Standards for French Communications and Services adopted in 2013,
GNWT departments maintained and updated their five-year Operating Plans. These Plans
describe how they will deliver French language communications and services.
The Francophone Affairs Secretariat provided four training sessions on French language
communications and services issues for managers as part of the Management Series in
collaboration with Employee Development and Workforce Planning, Corporate Human
Resources Division of the Department of Human Resources.

Visual Identity Program

The GNWT officially launched a new Visual Identity Program (VIP). The polar bear has been
associated with the GNWT for the past 40 years, but during this time, the scope, roles and
responsibilities of the government have changed drastically. It was time for a new look and
feel. One of the driving forces behind a new VIP was the need to meet legislated language
requirements.
The Francophone Affairs Secretariat worked alongside Corporate Communications in
the research and design of a new visual identity. This collaboration also ensured that
publications, websites, advertising, signage, uniforms, letterhead and business cards all
respect the need for French communication and services. The result is a fresh and modern
look – one that is rooted in the past while looking towards the future. The polar bear logo
remains a strong visual identifier, but now in its pictorial form it will be used in conjunction
with word marks and other graphic elements to portray a consistent brand of the GNWT –
both in French and English.
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Active Offer Toolkit
In July the Francophone Affairs Secretariat launched the French Active Offer Toolkit for
frontline staff in significant demand communities across the Government of the Northwest
Territories. The Secretariat held a reception to launch the new Active Offer Toolkit and staff
training DVD. These tools are meant to complement the work departments are already
doing to improve access to information and services in French.
The Active Offer Toolkit is a user-friendly resource to support departments and agencies
in offering services to the public. Designed primarily for French Language Service
Coordinators (FLSC), managers, supervisors and frontline staff, the toolkit includes a
consistent active offer across the GNWT, a quick reference guide for frontline staff, display
materials and a staff training DVD to ensure service delivery remains consistent.
The toolkit is a significant step in solidifying our commitment to French language
service delivery across government as articulated in the Strategic Plan. We worked very
closely with the Fédération franco-ténoise in developing the strategic plan, and with the
Francophone community to ensure we are offering and providing services and programs
that are consistent and useful to them.

Each department and agency will determine the best approach and timing to roll out
the toolkit resources. The toolkit includes user-friendly tools like tent cards, posters and
window stickers for departments to ensure the French-speaking public feel comfortable
requesting information and services in French. It also includes resources to support
frontline staff in making the active offer and responding to requests for service in French.

Additional projects supporting active leadership and policy direction:
Antoine Gagnon (Conseil de
développement économique
des Territoires du Nord-Ouest),
Benoît Boutin (Francophone
Affairs Secretariat) and Jeande-Dieu Tuyishime (Fédération
Franco-ténoise) celebrate at
the launch.

338

Number of translation
requests for job posters
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•• Senior management briefings on French Language Communications and
Services.

•• Ongoing information sharing within each government institution on French
standards and obligations.
•• Interdepartmental collaboration to identify priority content for translation.
•• Participation in the Ministerial Conference of the Canadian Francophonie.
•• Tabling of 2014-2015 Annual Report on Official Languages.
•• French cultural awareness activities for GNWT staff.

•• The committee of FLSC met three times during the reporting period.

•• Interdepartmental consultation and development of GNWT-wide French
signage manual.

•• Interdepartmental consultation on French requirements for the new GNWT
phone system.

•• Training sessions on French active offer for relevant frontline staff, managers
at HQ and in significant demand communities, including summer students.
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Goal 2: Availability and Accessibility
Government institutions have increased capacity to offer and provide communications and
services in French.
Increase the prevalence and awareness of French language services through active offer,
communications, printed and electronic materials, and by increasing the capacity of the
public service to offer services in French.

Bilingual Bonus

The GNWT provides a bilingual bonus to employees who use two or more of the official
languages of the NWT. The bilingual bonus is offered where the ability to speak more than
one official language is required to provide adequate service. A bilingual bonus may also be
offered if the ability to speak a second official language is an asset to the position.

Department/Agency/Board

Number of Employees

Aboriginal Affairs and Intergovernmental Relations
Education, Culture and Employment
Commission scolaire francophone

Environment and Natural Resources

2

15
5
6

Executive

2

Finance

2

Health and Social Services

3

Department of Human Resources

3

Industry, Tourism and Investment

121

Number of employees
that received a bilingual
bonus, a 23% increase
from 2014-2015

6

Justice

27

Lands

3

Legislative Assembly

1

Municipal and Community Affairs

1

Public Works and Services
Transportation

Beaufort Delta District Education Authority

Dehcho Health and Social Services Authority

Fort Smith Health and Social Services Authority
Sahtú Health and Social Services Authority
Stanton Territorial Health Authority

Yellowknife Health and Social Services Authority

Business Development and Investment Corporation
NWT Housing Corporation

Workers’ Safety and Compensation Commission
Total

French Language Bilingual Bonus Amount Paid (Total)

6
6
1
1
6
5
8
2
1
2
7

121

$120,718
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Government News Delivered in French
Starting in February 2016, government institutions issued news releases (Media Advisories,
Statements and Ministerial Activities Advisories) in both English and French to keep the
francophone community informed about a range of issues and government programs and
services. Interviews in French are provided to the media upon request.

Radio and Print Advertising in French

34

Number of news
releases translation
requests in FebruaryMarch 2016

Government institutions regularly put advertisements in newspapers such as L’Aquilon, the
territorial weekly newspaper, and on Radio Taïga.

Advertising dollars in French language media
$245,000
$240,000
$235,000
$230,000
$225,000
$220,000
$215,000

BBQ GRATUIT et
DÉMONSTRATION
DE PÊCHE
au parc territorial du lac Prelude

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

Examples of 2015-2016 French language advertising and promotional
campaigns:
•• Showcase of GNWT bilingual employees

VENEZ COMMENCER LA
LONGUE FIN DE SEMAINE
DU MOIS D’AOÛT DANS
LA BONNE HUMEUR!
Samedi 1 er août
De 11 h à 14 h

Plage du parc territorial du lac Prelude

BBQ GRATUIT!
Découvrez les techniques de Donny Boake,
le jeune pêcheur ténois qui participe à des
concours nationaux de pêche à la mouche.
Goûtez à du poisson séché et apprenez à
préparer des filets de votre propre
poisson avec B Dene Adventures.

www.nwtparks.ca

•• Return to Work campaign

•• Presence of more than 40 GNWT programs and services on social media
•• WSCC job vacancies

•• Displays for public events, trade shows, etc.

•• Invitation to attend the Memorial for Stuart Hodgson
•• Oral health promotion

•• Health care card renewal
•• Nutrition Month

•• World Non-Smoking Week

•• Distracted Driving campaign
•• 2015 Cabin Lot Ballot Draw

•• Thaidene Nene engagement

•• Frame Lake Rehabilitation Project
•• eWaste program

•• Beverage container program
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Translation and Interpretation Services
Translation services enable government institutions to increase the quantity of public
information and content available in French as well as to understand correspondence and
documents they receive in French from the francophone community.

During the 2015–2016 fiscal year, 3,064,892 words were translated by GNWT French
Translation Services, the Department of Justice Legal Translation Services and the Workers’
Safety and Compensation Commission. The GNWT French Translation Services translated
2,400,731 words for 35 government institutions.

Number of words translated by GNWT French Translation Services,
WSCC and Department of Justice

2,743

Number of translation
projects by GNWT
French Translation
Services

3,500,000
3,000,000
2,500,000
2,000,000
1,500,000
1,000,000
500,000
0

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

2015-2016 GNWT Translation services word counts by department
with WSCC and Legal Translations
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Justice – Legal
Translation Services
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3
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ExecutiveE

EN

R
ENR

EX

1

ECE
EC

ECE1E1

DO

DOTT

DA
AI

R
DAAIR

1,000
1,000

Number of Words

Aurora College
includes Liquor Licensing Board
Health AuthoriUes
includes BDIC
5 includes Rental Oﬃcer and Public UUliUes Board
6 includes Human Rights Commission, InformaUon and Privacy Commissioner, ElecUons NWT, Conﬂict of Interest Commissioner, and Languages Commissioner
7 includes Surface Rights Board
2

IC

E

3 includes

JU

ST

4

1
2
3
4
5

Includes Aurora College.
Includes Liquor Licensing Boards.
Includes Health Authorities.
Includes BDIC.
Includes Rental Office and Public Utilities Board.

6

7

Includes Human Rights Commission, Information and
Privacy Commissioner, Elections NWT, Conflict of Interest
Commissioner and Languages Commissioner.
Includes Surface Rights Board.
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GNWT French Translation Services notable translation projects
Rank Title
1

Job posters and job descriptions

4

Elections NWT materials (advertisements, guides,
CEO instructions, website content, press releases, etc.)

2

3
5
6
7
8
9

10

2014 and 2015 Public Accounts (two fiscal years)

Wildlife Research in the NWT – 2014 Annual Report
Department of Justice website

2013-2014 and 2014-2015 NWTHC Annual Reports
GNWT boards profiles

Water management website and fact sheets

NWTHC – STEP Financial Budgeting Course materials

NWT Cancer website

Number of Words
205,490

Over 100,000
36,690
29,480
28,309
24,386
24,327
20,476
19,621

14,426

Interpretation is offered by government institutions according to the Standards. Here are
some examples for the 2015-2016 fiscal year where interpretation was provided:
•• DAAIR hosting of Aboriginal Affairs Working Group

•• Hydraulic Fracturing Public Engagement in Yellowknife

New Initiatives

Examples of government institutions introducing new French language
initiatives in 2015-2016:
•• Phased in launch of new GNWT phone system, which provides French language
services capability
•• Francophone Affairs Secretariat bi-annual newsletter

•• Active offer materials are on display in GNWT buildings

•• Signage installed in public areas of government buildings

•• Signature blocks and recorded messages translated for frontline and bilingual
staff
•• Update of GNWT official languages capacities inventory
•• NWT Taxation 1-800 automated system
•• Parking signage at Yellowknife Airport
•• Website automated road report

•• Interdepartmental collaboration on internal signage for Hay River Regional
Health Centre
•• “À votre service en français” banner in Fort Smith Health and Social Services
Authority
•• French language training for staff through Collège nordique francophone
•• 911 French recording message

•• Interdepartmental meeting on emergency communications
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New Publications
The 2015-2016 fiscal year saw a number of new government publications
made available in French, a selection of which are presented here:
•• New Occupational Health and Safety Regulations
•• Return to Work for Injured Workers brochure
•• NWTHC annual report

•• Career Series booklets

•• Guide books to PWNHC exhibits translated into French
•• Consumer protection materials

•• Votes and Proceedings distributed in both French and English
•• Sexual Assault Book for Teens
•• Family Law Guide

•• Department of Human Resources appeal brochure
•• Ministerial travel reports
•• Public Health Advisories

•• Cancer website and Community Action Toolkit resources
•• “You Can Quit Smoking” booklet

•• General Fish Consumption Guidelines

•• Various annual reports from government institutions
•• Report on Ministerial meetings with outside parties
•• GNWT letterhead, envelopes and business cards
•• Species at Risk booklet

•• NWT Sport Fishing Guide

•• Teachers’ Guide to Watersheds in the North
•• NWT Emergency Plan fact sheet

Les agressions sexuelles
Un guide pour les adolescents des Territoires du Nord-Ouest
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Websites and Web Content
Government institutions maintain a range of websites that provide pertinent information to
the public. Public website translation has become more consistent, in phases and based on
priorities identified in their Operating Plans for French.
In light of the on-going improvements in the availability of French web content, some
government institutions have begun monitoring Google analytics results of visits to
French public web pages, tracking change over time. With an improved active offer, and
increased demand from the community, traffic on French web site pages should increase as
implementation of the Strategic Plan continues.
A number of activities related to website renewal and web content development took place
during the reporting period:
•• GNWT flagship site is available in French

•• Regular interdepartmental website renewal meetings

763

Number of clients
served in French by
Heritage Education and
Public Programming,
Prince of Wales
Northern Heritage
Centre

•• On-going translation of web content, including documents, forms and brochures
•• NWT Place Names database searchable in French
•• PWNHC participation in bilingual web exhibits
•• Launch of WSCC Connect

•• Launch of WSCC Safety Share

•• eProcurement – GNWT Contract Event Opportunities website
•• NWTHC database to capture language of clients
•• Drinking Water website

•• French version of current job openings
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Services TNO
From April 1, 2015 to March 31, 2016, Services TNO processed a total of 524 requests,
an increase of 157 from the previous year. Of the 524 requests, 307 (59%) were made in
French, 211 (40%) in English and 1% in other languages. Services TNO saw a 16% increase
of Francophone clients.
Health and Social Services: Health care card, birth certificates, marriage licences

87

Finance: Liquor Licensing Board

27

Environment and Natural Resources: Fishing and hunting licences, hunting tags
Justice: Notary public

Education, Culture and Employment

Policies, Guidelines and Protocols to Support French Language
Services

78
41
16

3

Number of Court
Officers who
participated in French
legal terminology
training

Here are a few examples of new or updated policies, guidelines or protocols to support
French language services:
Finance

CDÉTNO Service Agreement

Finance

MOA for eProcurement website

WSCC
ECE

NWTHC

Translation Guideline Manual

Agreement with CDÉTNO for employment services in South Slave Region
Strategic partnership with Services TNO, MOU in development
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Goal 3: Community Engagement
Government institutions inform and consult with the francophone community about
communications and services in French.

They encourage the participation of the francophone community in the development of
government policies with a view to improving the delivery of services in French.
The government works with the francophone community to build relationships, gather
input and work towards common goals.

Community Engagement and Consultations

Government institutions consulted with the French speaking public in various ways in
2015-2016, including online surveys, telephone consultations, focus groups and face-toface meetings.
They also worked with francophone community organizations and schools to support a
number of initiatives in French.

Below are a few examples of consultations which sought input from
the francophone community as well as a few samples of initiatives,
presentations or participation by Ministers and/or GNWT staff in French:
•• WSCC Stakeholder Engagement Survey with employers around safety issues
•• eProcurement training was offered to francophone community

•• Cultural orientation professional development for staff at École Allain St-Cyr

•• Survey, focus groups and communications materials for Culture and Heritage
Strategic Framework
•• Réseau TNO Santé en français

•• Participation at CDÉTNO Café Emploi

•• Consortium national de formation en santé and Collège nordique francophone
•• Hydraulic Fracturing public engagement

•• Department of Human Resources open houses
•• Department of Transportation Strategic Plan

•• Regular meetings with senior management of Francophone organizations
•• Youth at risk caregivers workshop on Mental Health and Addictions
•• Rendez-vous de la Francophonie

•• NWT Physician-Assisted Dying Framework
•• Community Counselling Programming
•• Stanton Renewal Project
•• Visual Identity Program

•• New revised daycare inspection system
•• Species at Risk

•• Community Tourism Contribution

•• Tourism Marketing Advisory Committee
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In the fall of 2015, the Department of Justice consulted the French community on
best practices to ensure abilities to empanel a French jury. Letters were sent to
francophone organizations seeking feedback on the compilation of a French jury list.
Consultations led to the establishment of a list of more than 800 potential French
speaking jurors.

Education and French

Under the Official Languages in Education Protocol 2013-2018, signed between the federal
Department of Canadian Heritage and the Council of Ministers in Education of Canada, ECE
signed a five-year agreement to provide funding for French Minority Language Education
and French as a Second Language Instruction (Core French, Intensive and Post-Intensive
French, and Immersion programs). The Canada-NWT Agreement offers funding divided by
linguistic objectives. In both cases, projects fall under five areas of intervention:
•• Student participation;

•• Provision of programs;

•• Enriched school environment;

•• Support of educational staff; and

•• Access to post-secondary education.
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GNWT Language Program
Expenditures – French
In 2015-2016, the GNWT spent $4,430,387 for French
language services. Of this amount, the federal government
contributed $4,400,000 as per the Canada-NWT
Cooperation Agreement (Agreement).
In the same fiscal year, ECE spent an additional $2,736,646 for French language
education programming. Of this amount, the federal government contributed
$2.616 million as per the Agreement.

Description

French Language Services

French Language Education (Note 1)
Total

Actual Expenditures
$4,430,387
$2,736,646

$7,167,033

Note 1: This amount does not include the expenditures incurred by education bodies to deliver French
language education programming.
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If you would like this information in another official language, call us.
English
Si vous voulez ces informations dans une autre langue officielle, contactez-nous.
French
Kīspin ki nitawihtīn ē nīhīyawihk ōma ācimōwin, tipwāsinān.
Cree
Tłıc̨hǫ yatı k’èę̀.̨ Dı wegodı newǫ dè, gots’o gonede.
Tłı̨chǫ
Ɂerıhtł’ıś Dëne Sųłıné yatı t’a huts’elkër xa beyáyatı theɂą ɂat’e, nuwe ts’ën yółtı.
Chipewyan
Edı gondı dehgáh got’ıę zhatıé k’éę̨́ edatł’éh enahddhę nıde naxets’ę́ edahłı.́
South Slavey
K’áhshó got’ın̨e xǝdǝ k’é hederı ɂedıh̨tl’é yerınıwę nıd́é dúle.
North Slavey
Jii gwandak izhii ginjìk vat’atr’ijąhch’uu zhit yinohthan jì’, diits’àt ginohkhìi.
Gwich’in
Uvanittuaq ilitchurisukupku Inuvialuktun, ququaqluta.
Inuvialuktun
ᑖᒃᑯᐊ ᑎᑎᕐᒃᑲᐃᑦ ᐱᔪᒪᒍᕕᒋᑦ ᐃᓄᒃᑎᑐᓕᕐᒃᓯᒪᓗᑎᒃ, ᐅᕙᑦᑎᓐᓄᑦ ᐅᖄᓚᔪᓐᓇᖅᑐᑎᑦ.
Inuktitut
Hapkua titiqqat pijumagupkit Inuinnaqtun, uvaptinnut hivajarlutit.
Inuinnaqtun
Aboriginal Languages Secretariat: 867-767-9346 ext. 71037
Francophone Affairs Secretariat: 867-767-9343

